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0. INTRODUCTiON
We follow Accardi [1,21 and define a stochastic process to he a
family : tcP)of *_isomorphisms of one algebra - into another.
Non—Cononutative Gaussian Processes together with a state 6 on ; in this paper we work in the category
of W*algebras and normal morphisms, so that classical stochastic
processes are included as a special case (when both and >. are
commutative). In [3] it was shown that a stochastic process is
determined up to equivalence by its family of correlation kernels
A. Frigerio, J.T. Lewis jtll)*jtnn)*jtnnjt1and tnat a process can be
Etiblin Institute for Advanced Studies, reconstructed from an inductive family of conieiation kernels; Wrkcv
ubl 4, Ireland. processes and their associated semigroups were studied. ad exampis
• (related to the Hepp-Lieb models [4]) were constructed using tne
Clifford algebra. In this paper we study non-con-aiutatie Gaussian
processes; classical Gaussian processes are a special case.
Gausian processes are generated by Hilbert space processes
(Theorem 1.1), so in {2 we review results about Hilbert spdce prucesses.
A Gaussian process is determined up to equivalence by its covariarce
function (Lemma 3.1); it is Gaussian Markov if end only if its
covariance function satisfies an evoiut1on condition (Theorem 3.4).
There is a one-to-one correspondence beLween stationery Gaussian rlarkov
processes and semigroups of quasi-free cDr:pletelv-positive
identity-preserving maps on the CCR algebra leaving invariant a
quasi-free state (Theorem 3.5). A stationary Gaussian Warkcv process is
regu’ar f and only if at satisfies a Lanevan equation (Thecrem .7).
The Ford-Kac-Mazur process ir quantum theory [5) is Gaussian; it is
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K2: K)t) = I
K3: —> <Yfl l<(5t) h’>
Rca-ark Eq. (1.12) implies that T is a contraction on H, and any contraction T
on H coanuting with Q satisfies (1.12).
Proof (Sketch). It has been shon in [12,13] that (1.12) holds if and only if
2 extends to a completely positive identity preserving nap Z of the C*_algebra
generated by v/h) h H into itself, so we only have to prove that 2.
can be further extended to a normal nap of W(H) into itself if (1.12) holds.
Assune firs: that T is a contraction coimnuting with Q, and let H HH3
be the decomposition introduced after Examples 1,2,3. Then also Z decomposes as
and it suffices to extend Z1.7)S to normal naps on the von Neunann algebra.
For and this is possible since they leave invariant a separating state
(them use [i] Theorem 4.2), for 2 this follows as a special case from [15]
Thecren 4.4. We shall complete the proof aftet Theorem 3.5.
The extension of I to b(H) will be denoted by W(T). The set S of the contractions
on H which satisfy (1.12) is a semigroup, and T’—\(T)is a homomorphism of
S into the set of completely positive identity preserving normal naps on W(H). If
O is the :ero operator on H, then W(O) = . All naps W(T), T in S,
ba-v.- invartant. W(T) is a *_autonorphism of W(H) if and only if T is a unit—
ary operator corimuting with Q, and it is a conditional expectation if and only if
7 is an orthogonal projection conrating with Q. Notice that in the classical case
so that S is the set of all contractions on H; then each unitary on
H e:eincs a of 1 (H) and each orthogonal proj ection determines a
conditional expectation.
2. H—PRocEssEs
Since the structure of a Gaussian process will be determined by the underlying
H-process, we give a short and systematic account of those properties of H-processes
which we shall need. H-processes have been studied in connection with classical
Gaussian or weakly stationary stochastic processes, see e.g. [16-20,10]. The
basic object of a H-process is the covariance function on
with val..es in .(M) defined by
for all m, m’ in M. (2.1)
It satisfies the following properties:
is a positive definite kernel,
for all t mR
is continuous for all m, m’ in
By the theorem on minimal Kolmogorov decompositions of positive definite kernels
[21], an H-process is determined uniquely um to equivalence by its covariance
functior. and any function ‘< tRY 1P.’2(M) satisfying Kl—K3 is the covarianac
function of an H-process. Consequently, any property of on H-process can in prin
ciple be stated either in terms of isometrics or in terms of the covariance
function K(?)
An H-process is stationarv if (tt f) is independent of t for all s.
By the uniqueness up to equivalence of the minimal Kolmogorov dcccnpcsi:ion of a
positive definite kernel [21], this holds if and only if there is a group
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Proof From stationarity, it followsP3TPT , hence
is a semigraup of contractions on H. H is the smallest subspace of H
which is stable rider j?,T; -Eo1j : let be the restriction of
to , then :to is a semigroup of contractions. Define
M)Xt as in (2.5). It is easy to see that is a minimal non-
anticipating extension of fXj, and it is Markov since
—
being a senigroup.
Let X. — H be another extension of , and P the
associated family of projections onto V5)s . If[Xis
non-anticipating, P P+, for all t, if it is Markov X is napped
into itself by PT ; if it is minimal, )< fr1 = . Then and M
can be identified, and so can >(. and X
Lenin 2.3 A stationaryMarkov H-process is regular if and only if the associated
ccmtraction semigroup contracts strongly to zero as 3 , i.e.
[Sw’U Q forallminM.
Proof For all -e . o , S —t we have
) )<.S÷<1I IIP0X,÷5h,1)
“P ‘ - (by the Markov property)
=IITP-,TX’mll l}PX -n1!
—t Oi t. s -tj
so that (2.6) holds if and only if Lvi 0, which is equivalent to regt.aarit.
C eoote the infinitesimal generator of
A stationary Markov H-process is regular if and only if there is
of linear operators from into H such that
<c ‘> = (tat’) [<,m’> —
; 4d’
H
for all t, t’ in , m, m’ in .)(U). (2.7)
and satisfies the following Langevin equation:
X -X XG ÷C—)
t
for all S)t in and m in CQ). (2.S)
Proof: See [23] Theorem 4.2 and [21] Theorem 3.15. Notice that if
then
In their abstract study of scattering theory [24] Lax and Phillips introduced an
interesting Hilbert space structure, which we now define:
Definition Let H be a Hilbert space, and let be a group of
unitaries on H. Suppose that there is an orthogonal decornoositjon
H
such that
H=V çD =\K =VL
We shall refer to the above structure as a cyclic LP-structure. The following
result follows from a careful inspection of the Troof of Theorem 4.4 of 123].
However the statement of the Theorem there is incorrect.
Prooosition A cyclic LP structure defines a stationary Markov H-process over K





D for all for all t-o
14 15
* 3 PROPERTIES OF GAUSSIAN PROCESSESConversely, a stationary Markov process with S. and Sb contracting- + +strongly to zero defines a cyclic LB-structure with K=h , D
Lemma 3.1 A Gaussian process over W(M) is determined up to equivalence by its
Proof (Sketch) Given a cyclic LP-structure, let be the natural embedding of covariance function
K into H, and put )( 1X0 : menX is a stationary H-process. Lax
and Phillips show in [2L] that S =X’ A, is a contraction sernigroup on K
(so that the H-process is Markov by Lemma 2.1) and that both and contract = xp [— <m) Ktt’ > — <Kt1
m, m’ in M, (3.3)
strongly to zero.
Conversely, given a stationary Markov H-process, we have where K(t)t’) and Ktt’ in B (M) satisfy
and DTD0 =RJ K(t,t) = foralit, (t)t’)K) forallt,t’, (3.4a)
Since H , we only have to prove that Kt,t) =—QM for all t, Kt) =—Kt for all t, t, (3.4b)
A ct6 . By the sane reasoning as in Lemma 2.3, this +L<rn tin)] Q (3.)
is equivalent to the condition that both and contract strongly tO for all finite sequences in , in M and {t in R
(3.d)
zero as t — - The associated scattering operators of such processes have the functions t,<Kt)tm tt’.mKt? are continuous for all n,
been studied by Okabe [25]. m’ in M.
Proof (cf AFL [3] and Lindblad [26]) Given a Gaussian process ( 1\i(>(ico)
we have
=
, t, t’ € , (35a)
=(QXj t, ti (3.5b)
then eqs. (3.3) and (3.4a-d) hold. Conversely, given a pair of operator-valued
1/ . lfunctions N(,i) ..) on Jr.)< Lc sacissying let
be the minimal Kolmogorov decomposition of kc ) : then is an H-process


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































by t( \;/(m.) x7(—J!rr) . Then,by Theorem 1.2
1
7’/ -- \/cSm e — ri, o, (3.11)
defines a semigroup j Z t.O’ of completely positive identity pre
serving normal maps of W(?’!) into itself if and only if (1.12) holds with T
replaced by S for all , and C.dMZ M for all t O
So far, we have only proved the statement for the case Q] Q, and
in the general case we only know that there is a semigroup of completely
positive identity preserving maps of the C*_aigebra generated byW(m)rneM
into itself if (1.12) holds. The following Theorem will allow us to complete the
proof of Theorem 1.2.
Theorem 3.5 (Reconstruction theorem) Let tOj be as above. Then
there exists a stationar’ Gaussian Markov process ({‘fl 6) over W(M) such that
7 P (3.12)
o_t tjO
for all 0 , and the process is unique up to equivalence in the class of
Gaussian Markov processes.
Proof Since is completely positive and °2&, there exists a
contraction F on K such that
- M
W(triaN 7/(mfl f
or all m in M,
and F is a semigroup of contractions [12]. Then, by [30] Chapter I Section 8;
we have
for Sli finite sequences C, in C and j DC in ‘C , where
for - . 0 . If we let










R (S,t) ) . (3.l3d)
Then the pair K.r ) K., . determines a (unique) Gaussian process by
Lemma 3.1, and the process is stationary and Gaussian Markov by the corollary to
Theorem 3.4.
A straightforward verification proves that a Gaussian t1arkov process satisfies (3.12
with Z. given by (3.11), if and only if its covariance function is given by
(3. l3a-d). This concludes the proof.
Remarks Notice that SE need not coninuto with Q , but and
commute with Q. Then, by Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, ‘tç and are normal
maps, and also extends to a normal map of W(M), by (3.12). The sane construct
ion obviously works for a discrete semigroup S”: n€Z, S being a
contraction onM satisfying (1.12); this allows us to complete the proof of








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































WH) = V{W(m) : tR, mD(g)}
(3.24)
and the KCX satisfy the following Langevin equation
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